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The story of a young man named Waldo who grows up in a world where monsters, the undead, and

dark magic are a part of everyday life. He is forced to go on a journey to prove himself, and soon

discovers that his beliefs don't fit into the wider world.This is a light fantasy that is heavy on the

humor with some romance and action as well. It has mature themes and language and is aimed at

an adult audience.It is filled with everything a fantasy reader would want; dark magic, betrayal,

zombies, vampires, a journey of discovery, secret plots, beautiful big breasted women, and

murderous flesh eating rabbits.Just kidding about the rabbits.I'm saving them for the sequel.Note: I

have gone back and reedited as of 8-16-2013.Note: If you would like to sample some of my fiction

writing free of charge (including the first five chapters of the next novel) you can visit here,

http://www.fictionpress.com/u/609521/lord-of-the-land-of-fire. If you are interested in trying my

fanfiction go to, http://www.fanfiction.net/u/1308758/lord-of-the-land-of-fire. Though it being fanfiction

the stories will be harder to follow if you are unfamiliar with the source material.
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The (sort of) Dark Mage is a terrifically fun read if you are looking for light entertainment in the

Fantasy genre.I really liked the book in an overall-sence the backdrop is well-designed, the



characters are engaging, and the plot is interesting. The prose is simple, maybe even too simple for

some people, but it was not simple to the point of being obviously so (at least in my opinion). The

dialogue manages to walk the line of being light but not too light (i.e. lots of humor but not to the

point where the entire thing becomes slapstick). Particularly refreshing is the "good guys are ofter

jerks and bad guys are maybe not so bad" vibe the book offers (although I am not sure the author

handles this it as deftly as he might). I also like the fact that Waldo tends to fall in with older women

(very progressive). The bottom line is that if you are looking for a fun (i.e. not too serious, not too

dense) read, you cannot go wrong with this book.Even though I really liked the book, there are

some areas that could use improvement. My biggest complaint is that the plot moved terribly slowly.

The book comes in at a little under 500 pages, which i consider a very good length and about

average. Given its length, I was supprised at how little had actually occurred when I had finished.

There is plenty of conflict (which is good) but not much action (which is bad). I don't think there

needs to be a drastic change in the tempo (I hate it when one of these books plods along to an

inevitable goal/conclusion), but a even little more action would go a long way.The main character

did not develop much in the book (i.e. he is pretty much the same guy as when the book started,

says the same sort of things, makes the same kind of mistakes...).
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